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God bless you Bethany Mota--
who could give me such pause,
such a strong sense of mission, 
           no, cause--
when I have to go clothes-
shopping with my daughter.

I know how delighted you'd be
to see this swimsuit 
           she shows me,
a creditor's gleam 
               in her eye--
       you'd surely approve,
perhaps even be moved
to tell followers,
       your friends,
of the find.

Why should I mind?

We agree, after all,
the suit is truly a haul, 
a total feast for the eyes--
why, put the word bikini away--
its a wonder of lycra and lace, 
each detail more awesome
than the last!

Just check out 
those cute tangerine bows
swan diving over 
the edge of the hip
where the bottom takes a dip--

                  no, a free fall
to its bottomless grave--

who could go hating 
on that little lime top 
with its sweet cut
and high crop,
all those perky
froth-filled waves!?!?!?



No shoulder straps to be had?
it's crazy mad!
this suit is an absolute bae!

I can all but hear it say:
by me today
or you'll regret it someday--
I have so much more
for people to look at . . .
than just your little ol' face.

What a paradox 
that so much less of something
gives you more--
more attention, 
            more fun! cute! style!
I wouldn't have realized it, 
sweet Bethany, 
were it not for the tractor beam
of your YouTube smile!

Nonetheless, as I jest
I must also confess
I too, was nearly transported away
on a thought uncouth
(but bearing a bit of truth)--
No self-respecting 
ten-year-old prostitute
would be caught dead
in that suit. 

But the power of 
understatement
got the better of me
so I said less, 
in order to achieve more--

"How cool is that,
how much more awesome 
could it be, 
than finding a suit
for me
in this store!"


